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The compactness of the set of policies in a dynamic programming decision model, 
which guarantees the existence of an optimal policy, is proven by reducing the problem 
to the compactness of the set of probability measures which are induced by the policies. 
When studying the set of probability measures, use is made of the weak topology and 
the so-called ws%pofogy. A definition and a discussion of the latter topology is given 
in this paper, where we pay attention to criteria for relative compactness. 
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0. introduction 
The theory of dynamic programming is concerned with stochastic 
processes (& 9 al 9 i’2 9 a2 3 l ), where 5, represents the state of some sys- 
tem at time n and cu, describes the action taken at time M. BY the choice 
of action cyn we may control the stochastic development of the sub- 
sequent states (S,,,, {n+29 . . .) with regard to the optimization of some 
objective function. 
A non-stationary dynamic-programming problem in the sense of 
Hinderer [ 101 is determined by 
(i) the state space S, at time ~1, 
(ii) the action space A, at time M, 
(iii) the initial distribution p, 
(iv) the transition law 4, for the nth period, 
rese 
the history.) 
e n is assumed to be independent of 
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Let N., =s, X 18, x s,.x k, x ..* denote the set of histories, and 
Ip(HJ tile set of ah probability measures on Hoe . Any policy -r define:3 
a probability ebsure Pn E 9 (H_ ). Let us write for the set of ah 
olicies, and for the set of all pr es induced by some 
c&y II. Associated with each n E is the total expected reward ’ 
Y, = En J i’n dpn ; VW is well-defined by virtue of some convergence con- 
dith imposed throughout he paper. This condition is satisfied in th: 
discounted case and in the negative case. One of the most interesting 
q!gestions in the theory of dynamic programming is raim.I in: 
km 1. Existence of some v* E A such that Vn* = SUP,_ Vr. 
This problem has been studied by several authors (Blackwell [ 2, Theo- 
7e.m 7b1, Strauch [2 1 9 Theorem 9.11, Maitra [ 13 J , Hinderer [ 10, Theo:rem 
1’7 a 121 and [ 11 9 Theorem 4.21, hrukafva [ 7, Theorem 4.21, Schtil [ 17, 
Theorem 7.21 and [ 191). Ah authors have very much used the properties 
of the optimal reward operator and most of them the criterion of opti- 
mzrlity given by Dubins and Savage [6] . In the terminology of the latter, 
oprimality is equivalent to being ‘thrifty and ‘equalizing’. Roughly, a 
policy is ‘thrifty’ if it (almost) always selects actions which achieve the 
supremum in the optimality equation. Tt is ‘equalizing’ if it ultimately 
forces the system into states from wh.ich little future gain can be made. 
In I:he discounted and in the negative case - the (essentially) only cases 
under which the results mentioned above hold - every policy is ‘e~~ualiz~~ 
ing’. nce optimality is equivalent to bemg ‘thrifty’ (cp. also f 10, Theo,= 
rem 63). In vie analysis of the disco ted case, in which the existence 
of optimal policies has been proven by ckwell for a finite action space 
and by Maitra, Hinderer and Purukawa for compact action spaces, 
another important ool is furinished by the anach fixed**point theorem. 
In the regative case Strauch has en the existence of optimal 
policies for a finite action Space. is method of proof is generalized to 
t action spaces in [ 173 and [ 191. 
oath which iS ho uSed in tine present 
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PO Existence of topologies on 
mapping I;-* VR is upper semi-continuous. 
is compact and the 
Instead of studying various topologies on the collection of policies, 
however, it turns out to be more convenient o consider topologies on 
spaces of probability measures. Guided by the observation that T/n 
depends on v only through pfl E ;P(H_ ), we shall restrict our attention 
to: 
roblem 3. Existence of topologies on 7(H_ ) such that 
and the mapping p + X S Y, dp is upper semi-continuous 
A solution of Problem 3 entails a so\ution of Problem 2. Given any 
appropriate topology on II, we may endow A with the coarsest opolog 
in which the mapping ‘IT HP, is continuous. This topology enjoys the 
desired properties. 
The main part of the paper is therefore devoted to 
continuity and compactness conditions about (A,), (q 
ditions (W) and conditions (S)) that guarantee the co 
the upper semi-continuity of the mapping p + X J rn on 
to ths weak topology on 9(H,) and the so-called w 
respectively. The ws”-topology on P(H_) is the coarsest topology in 
which all mappings p + Jf dp are continuous for all bounded measurable 
functions f on H, that depend on finitely many coordinates only and 
that depend continuously on the actions. A study of this topology may 
be found in Sections 3 and 4 below. We attack the problem of compact- 
ness by dividing it into two independent parts; the first deals with the 
relative compactness of II, wlhile in the second part we prove that is 
closed. Therefore we are inte.rested in criteria for relative compactness. 
There is another problem of interest which can be solved simultane- 
ously with no additional abour: 
I. Convergence of the optima total expected rewar 
age play to the optimal total ex ected reward from i 
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Tht:orems 4.1,4.3, 6.4,8.3 ; 10, Theorems 6.10, 15.2, 18.1; E 1, Theorem 
4.1; 16, Theorems 5.2, 6.11). 
F’inallly we remark that thIe concept of optimality used in the present 
paper is weaker than the notion of “optimal’ usually used for stationary 
decision models (cp. [ 2, 2 1 ]I ). For the latter concept of optimality and 
for i\ stationary model, Problems 1 and 1’ are investigated in [ 191 by the 
method described at the beginning, where a somewhat stronger conver- 
<nice condition has to be imposed than in this paper. 
denote the set of positive Integers, Ia the set of real numbers 
and R_ the set of real numbers augmented by the point -00. For any 
measurable space (A’,@), let 5~ (8) denote the set of all probability measures 
on 8. 
I’5e background for a theory of dynamic prog mming may be pro- 
by a ctdcisiotz rmdcl given by a tuple ((S,, , n), (A,, , v.j,,J p, q,, 9 r,), 
of the following meaning: 
(i’! CS,, 9 CZ, ) stands for the state space at time N and is assumed to be 
a st;:ndard Bore1 space, i.e., ,!$ is a non- pty Bore1 subset of a Polish 
(cotnplc 3 tc, separable, metric) space and is the system of Bore1 sub- 
sets of z$ * 
( ii) (A,, , ti,i ) is the spucv qfacticms available at time rl and is assumed 
to bc a standard Bore1 space, 
:=S, X A, X . . . X l$, end H, =S, X A, X 8, >i A, X ,.. , 
o-called lnitkd dtkwtl;llltlOli, 
TV law (y, ) is a sequence of transitien prsbam 
ia the conditional distribu- 
tion of the state of the system at time w ivcn that we have experi- 
enced history It u to time IC and choose action Q at time IZ, 
_ are nieawurabl6 functions 
d frCXn above. 
or convenience, tlr, W% q=? 3ztisns available is assumed to , 
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tion of’ compactness of A, imposed below may be replaced by the con- 
dition that D, (h) is compact for h E p1’, (cp. [ 181). 
As usual, a (randomized) policy ?r = (n,) is defined as a sequence of 
transition probabilities (regular conditional probabilities) R, : H,, + 
We write A for the set of all randomized policies. The initial law p, the 
transition law (4,) and a policy (n,) define a probability measure 
P* =p CEP ?r, Q9 q1 @ R2 @ q2 8 *.a on the product space H, endowed with 
the product o-algebra nd thus a random process (t, , ~1~ , c2, CQ,, . ..) (cp. 
[ 10, p. SO]), where 5, and Q, detote the projection from Hoe onto S,, 
and PI,, respectively, Then qn = (St, aI, f2, a2, . . . . 5,) descri5es the 
history at time n. 
In order that the total expected reward is well defined we impose 
throughout the paper: 
Now the defmition of the following quantities makes sense: 
n 
v 
W 
=,EE {r} 
pi W t ’ 
v; = 
Using policy T, VW is the tstal expected rew:srd from infinite sta 
and V: is the total expected reward if we krminate at the rtth stage with 
n0 terminal return, Far later use we remark that 
For a proof, write 
II 
Vn tzi 
W 
e following ~n~~ualit~~ s obvious frcm the dsfinition of& : 
VN n I-$.~, NZW k (12) 
natly we remark that lim,_,, supWELt 16’5: exists provided (C) holds and 
at 
proof is similar to the proof of relation (2.5) and Theorem 4.2 in [ 191, 
tence of optima1 policies 
One aim of this paper is to give sufficient conditions for 
(1) the existence of P-optimal policies, 
(2) the convergence of’supWEA V: to supVELs VR as n + 00. 
The main purpose of this section is to show that both problems are 
solved if one can find a topology on 5p(HJ such that 
I1 = (p E ‘s(H_): p = Pn for some g E A} is compact, (2.1) 
,U +Jr,, dy is upper semi-continuous on II, n E W9 
ore precisely, we should write Jr, o I))~+~ dpc instead of J rfl dp for any 
)* But *we agree to use the simplified notation where no confu- 
In Sections 5 and 6, sufficient cond.itions for the existence of topo- 
. Assume (C)t rlf there is a topo 
and (22) hold, then there exists a p-optimal policy arzd 
suI&p I$ 
lim, su 
su 
e R u,(p) = SUP vn” ’ 7tGA 
SUR lim U, (1~) = sup Vn l 
he n WEA 
where use is made of (I. 1). From (2.2) we infer that u, E 
of (1.2), Lemma 2.1 applies and we know that lim U, E & 
lim sup U,(P) = sup lim U,(P) . 
n gEI3 c(Ell n 
By (2. l), lim u,(p) attains i s supriemum at u* E II, say, Now choose 
any n* E A with&, = p*. Then n”l’ is ~-optimal. q 
Given any topology Z on I& one may t in the followin 
-way. Let 2, be the coarsest topology on such that the mappin 
8 I+ P, is continuous with respect o 9, and 2. If (2,l) aazd (2.2) are 
true for S, then A is compact and the mappings R t+ Iv, dP,, n 
are upper semi-continuous with respect o Xa. Hence it is 
prove Theorem 2.2 upon taking A as base space instead of 
emtork 2.3. The reader may wonder if a fS-optimal policy can 
ituted by a deterministic (non-randomized) /%optimal policy 
question we refer the reader to [ 2, Theorem 2; 2 1, Theorem 4 
rem 15,2; 11, Satz4.1; 16, 
n)y iff is the limil 
en&w P(S) with the 9-topology defined 
FL’, d = Iv: I lfdp - $$dvI <E,~E J) , 
(S), J is a finite subset of 9, ant\ e > 0. A net {JJ, } will can- 
-topology if and only if Jj’dp, 3 Jf dpo for all $12 5F. 
(S) : f, 4 j’ for some sequence of functions fil E 9 ) 3 
then all mappings p -+ Jj’dcc:‘fE 9, are ul~per semi-continuous (cp. [4, 
6, Thk&me 4])* Ifj% 9’ implies -j% F , then the !?‘atopology is the 
sparsest topology rendering all mappings I-,+ J'f dp, f e $, upper semi- 
tinuous. 
S) ts relatively compact with resyect 
we if+, ) in Fp t;lhich decreases tr, 0, 
mma 3.2 (cp. [ 23, ‘l’iw~~m II 25 1 ), KY my I‘ C 
statements are eyuivalen t. 
(i) F is relatively compact in the w-topology. 
(ii) Fw any sequence {j;, } in C?(A) which dcc’~~~ases to 0, Jj;, $4 --* 0 
unijbrmly in p E r. 
mma 3.3 (cp. [ 14, proof of Theorem 11 6.2] ). There is a dcraum~~~Y~~ 
subset of C?(A) that separates the elements of P(A). 
. Suppose that S is a separable metrk space. Then the mappi/ 
(P, a) I-+ Sf(s, a) p(W 9 f% e(SXA) (resp. C(SXA)) 
defined on P(S) x A are continuous (re:;p. upper senzi-cc~rztirzrlorls 
P(S) is endowed with the w-top4og.v. 
Suppose there is given a sequence 
S) and a, + a0 E A 
and hence p, X 6, 
Since 
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Y 
e state so 
) is the coarsest topology for which 
are continuous, 
and in similar situations e write Ij’dp instead of Jf 0 Q,, dp for 
are separable metric spaces, the proof of Lemma 
ws immediately from [ 1, roblem 7, p.301. 
tivdy compact in the w-topology 
p E r} me relatively compact in 
%x proof may be found in [ 11. As the 
e general situation, we will on 
ar. Suppose now that I’,, , n E 
i:: know that relative compactness and relative 
apology on P(H$, 1 G n < 00, coin- 
sing the diagonal procedure we obtain for any sequence {pm) in 
uence (j+) slrch that 
(m’+ -) for some pan E P(H,) . 
condition of the Kol- 
es (cp. [ 14, Theorems 
) with luO 0 f’ = pan 9
4.1 now comptetes the 
/ 
I < 
I 
1 
+I j such thatf, J, f. 
ection 3 on settings’ = S, X . ..X 
i.e., the ws-topolog (Hn) is the coarsest to 
the mappings pl + sf dp, f E , are continuous. 
The ws”-topology on P(H_ ) is defined as the coarsest top 
rendering the mappings g + Jf dl_c, f E n SW,, 1, continuous. 
ws”-topology on 9 j agrees with the coarsest topology for w 
the mappings ;J + Jf dp, f 
view of Lemma 4.1, the 
topology. 
3. Let I” c !P(HJ, and set lI9, = (p 0 r&l: p E 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) r is relatively compact in the wsiw -topology. 
ively compact in the w$topoZogy on 
and any sequence (f,} in Q(H,J w 
Jfm dp+ 0 uniformly in p E I’. 
(iv) (a) Q, is relatively compact in the w-topology on 
(W (Iro(51,Sz,*~*,r,>-‘,~~r3 isr 
topology on 9(S, X .*.X S*) for n 
roof. From Theorem 3.10 we know that (ii) * (iii) * (iv). 
reflect upon (i) - (iv). It is obvious that (i) 2) (iv). Now suppose that 
(iv) holds. As in the proof of Theorem 3.10 it is sufficient o show that 
every net on I” has a further subnet which converges. Ap 
ma 4.2, we know that I’ is relatively compact in the w-to 
ence for any ne 1 * {pa) on 9(H_ ) there is a furt 
such that lu,, 3 p0 for some p0 E P( . From Lemnma 
and rem 3.7 ((ix) * (i)) we in t 1”01tq;’ YA 
nE rom the definition of the wsc’O -topology it foil 
WSoQ 
F-L.) a cc(,)* 0 
is relatively s 
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or every N E 
(Sn+& is w-continuous, 
e need the following operators. Define for any u E 
II u(h, (0 =J’qn (k a, ds) u(k a, S) ) hEHQ, aEA,. 
I 0 1 = su 
% OE n 
Z,u( 
. For any u E e(M,,,), 
diate conseq ence 0f Lemma 3.4. 
urn of any set of continuous functions is lower 
uous, we infer from part (a:) that w is lowtx semi-continu- 
more, by [ 13, Lemma 3.41 (or [ 10, Lemm;! 5.101, [ 19, 
u is upper semi-continuous. U 
E C(Hn,l), m E ,and urn4 u, rhen 
uasm+*, 
ling to Lemma 5.1(a), we have u,(h, 0 ) E (?(A,) for 
mma 2.1 we conclude that 
u,(h,a) = sup lim 
a m 
of the monotone convergence theorem, it is clear that 
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Further 
{vu ‘“jn+l = 1 s u dP 
(cp. [ 10, Theorem 14.21). Hence we may rewrite the assertion as 
1 . . . u dP a.s m + -. 
From Lemma 5.1(b) and mma 5.2(a) we may derive by induction on 
n u as ivyl + =, 1 < i < n. Use of this relation 
fori= 1 and cc+‘-=- ‘l lhrU monotone convergence theorem now proves t 
assertion. Cl 
ark 5.3. By virtue of the monotone convergence theorem and 
Lemima 5.2(a), Lemma 5.1 remains true if one replaces e( . . . ) by 6( ._. ). 
mma 5.4. II is relatively compact in the w-topoZogy. 
roof. The assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2 with 
A = Q1, n E , Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 5.2(b). [53 
mma 5.5. is closed in the w-topology. 
roof. We make use of the following characterization of (cp. 121, 
Lemma7.21, [l&Lemma 13.1]j: Let@P(HJ.ThenpE if and 
only if 
&w;” =p 9 
PO vi:1 =po(q,,c~,)-~@q~ forizE 
From Lemma 3.3 we know that for any n 2 0 there 
W,,E C?(H,,,!, m E 
by Lemma 5.!(a), w 
en vnm and ~~~ are w-co uous. ina st:t 
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Then the sets llnm are closed in the w-topolopy. The rekation 
O,m nm now complletes the demonstration. 61 
n colPecting our various esults -tie now obtalin: 
endowed wiih the w-topology. Then the 
is compact and the mappings JA + Jr, dp, 
semi-continuous. 
hroughout this section we impose 
~~~itiQn~~ (S). For every n E 
( 1) A, is compact, 
. . . . s,, 0) : A, X I.. X A, + ;P(Sn+r) is s-continuous 
.l* For any u E O(W,,,), 
iously E,u E 9(H, X An). Furthermore, Lemma 3.9 im- 
19 ‘Ys29 ‘9 l **Ssn9 +z t?(A,x...x A,). 
be any denumerable d nse subset of A,. Then by pi\rt (a) 
Iwe may wrir te 
ntinuity property one may adapt 
is, ere- 
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.3. By virtue of the monotone convergence theorem an 
9 Lemma 6.1 remains true 2’ one replaces Q( a ) by 
On combining the results Gf Theorem 4.3 and Lem a 6.2(b), we o 
tain: 
. II ie rektively compact in the ws”-topobog_v. 
mma 6.5. II is closed in the ws”-topology. 
Proof. Choose w,, and define v,, , 
Lemma 5.5. Then, by Lemma 6.1(a) 
and Dnrn are wsm -continuous, which 
II are closed. 0 
In view of Lemma 6.4 and Lemma 6.5, we finally obtain: 
Theorem 6.6. Let 9(H,) be endowed with the ws”-topology. Then the 
conditions (S) imply that II is compact and the muppings p -+ Sv, c3~, 
are upper semi-continuous. 
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